Background A lateralized tibial tubercle is one potential cause of patellar instability. The tibial tubercle-trochlear groove (TT-TG) distance using CT is a reliable measure and considered the gold standard. Using MRI for this purpose has increased, although the reliability of doing so is not well studied. Questions/purposes We sought to (1) determine variability in the insertion of the patellar tendon relative to the tibial tubercle and whether this affects the measurement on MRI of the traditional TT-TG distance versus the functional patellar tendon-trochlear groove (PT-TG) distance, (2) determine the reliability of measuring the osseous TT-TG distance, (3) determine the reliability of measuring the soft tissue PT-TG distance, and (4) compare the reliabilities of using osseous (TT-TG) versus soft tissue (PT-TG) landmarks. Methods Four observers measured the TT-TG and the PT-TG distances of 50 MR images of knees obtained for any reason. Each observer repeated these measurements 30 days later. The interobserver and intraobserver reliabilities, measurements per observer that varied from the group mean by greater than 2 mm, and the limit of agreement were calculated. Results The TT-TG and PT-TG differed by as little as 0.11 mm and by as much as 4.18 mm with an average difference of 1.37 mm. The interobserver and intraobserver reliabilities were greater than 90% for the PT-TG and TT-TG distances. The PT-TG distance was less variable in that this measurement showed interobserver and intraobserver reliabilities of 0.977 and 0.972 respectively, versus 0.913 and 0.961 for the TT-TG measurement. Additionally, the PT-TG measurements resulted in a lower average difference to the mean for each observer, less number of knees per observer where the difference to the mean was greater than 2 mm, and improved limit of agreement. Conclusions The TT-TG and the PT-TG distances were not identical and differed by as much as 4.18 mm; as such they are not interchangeable when measuring this distance.
Introduction
Lateral patellofemoral instability is a potentially disabling condition, with an incidence of 5.8 per 100,000, and is even more common in a younger population [9, 11] . An increase in the TT-TG distance is one anatomic abnormality that may contribute to this condition [7, 29] . Procedures aimed at correcting the lateral offset of the extensor mechanism involve transferring the tibial tubercle medially or anteromedially [5, 10, 17, 18, 30] .
The measurement of the TT-TG distance is most accurate and reliable when using imaging modalities [1, 21] . Among these, axial CT scan is the most extensively studied and considered the gold standard [6-8, 12-16, 19, 23, 26, 27, 29, 30] . However, MRI offers potential advantages over CT. MRI allows better observation of soft tissue injuries that may occur concomitantly with patellar instability, and the typically younger patient is not exposed to radiation to acquire the image.
Although measuring lateral offset of the extensor mechanism using MRI has been reported [2, 3, 14, 20, 30] , the methods for doing so have not yet been validated [23, 26] . One deficiency is in defining which landmarks should be chosen to measure lateral offset. The tibial tubercle and the osseous trochlear groove are uniform landmarks in numerous studies using CT [7, 12, 13, 16, 29] , but better observation of soft tissues has led to variability in landmark selection in studies using MR images [2, 3, 14, 20, 30] . One study [20] compared MR and CT images for measurement of lateral offset using traditional osseous landmarks and a more functional soft tissue landmark (the distance from the center of the patellar tendon to the trochlear groove [PT-TG]), concluding that there was no difference and that they could be used interchangeably. The variability in the insertion of the patellar tendon relative to the anterior aspect of the tibial tubercle and the mismatch between the subchondral nadir of the femoral trochlea and its overlying cartilaginous nadir [22, 24, 25, 28] suggest the use of osseous and soft tissue landmarks might not be interchangeable when measuring the lateral offset of the extensor mechanism. An additional deficiency is defining the reliability of using MR images to measure this distance. Interobserver and intraobserver reliabilities and other measures of variability using CT images to measure the TT-TG distance have been defined [13, 20, 29] . Only one study has assessed interobserver reliability using MR images to measure the lateral offset (82%), but does not asses the intraobserver reliability of this measurement.
Given the variability in how this distance is measured using MRI, and the insufficient evidence [23] to support its use for this purpose, we sought to (1) determine variability in the insertion of the patellar tendon relative to the tibial tubercle and how this affects measurement of the traditional TT-TG distance versus the functional PT-TG distance, (2) determine the reliability of measuring the osseous TT-TG distance, (3) determine the reliability of measuring the soft tissue PT-TG distance, and (4) compare the reliabilities of using osseous versus soft tissue landmarks.
Patients and Methods
We reviewed 55 consecutively obtained MR images of knees to obtain 50 quality studies taken at our institution for any indication between September 2009 and October 2009. We excluded five studies: three did not extend enough distally to adequately image the tibial tubercle, one did not adequately image the tibial tubercle and images were inadequate to perform measurements, and one used a poor technique precluding adequate measurements. A power analysis determined 50 patients using two observations would provide 80% power for intraobserver reliability (F = 0.34, p = 0.05) and that 50 patients using four observations would provide 80% power for interobserver reliability (F = 0.16, p = 0.05). Institutional Review Board approval was obtained before beginning the study.
The ages of patients included in this study ranged between 15 and 84 years. Twenty-one were females and 29 were males. Of the 50 studies included in this series, 22 were ordered owing to suspicion of a meniscal disorder, 11 for knee pain not otherwise specified, five for evaluation of ligament injury (three ACL, one PCL, one MCL), three for patellofemoral pain, three for popliteal cysts, two for evaluation of cartilage defects, two for soft tissue sarcomas, one for a suspected stress fracture, and one for evaluation of a peroneal nerve injury. All images were obtained on a Siemens MAGNETOM Avanto 1.5T scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Malvern, PA, USA). The axial sequence used was a fast spin echo proton density with fat suppression.
We performed measurements using Amira 5.2 software (Visage Imaging Inc, San Diego, CA, USA). This program allows linear and angular measurements to be made on axial images and maintained while scrolling through successive axial images. Measurements were performed in a similar manner as used in previous studies [7, 20, 30] , and are described in detail below.
For osseous measurement, we selected the image with the best representation of the roman arch [7] (Fig. 1) . A line connecting the most posterior aspect of the subchondral bone of each posterior femoral condyle was drawn. We then subtended a second line from the nadir of the osseous femoral trochlea perpendicular to the posterior condylar line. Both lines were maintained while scrolling inferiorly to the best image of the tibial tubercle. We then drew a third line from the most anterior aspect of the tibial tubercle perpendicular to the posterior condylar line. The linear distance between the lines subtended from the tibial tubercle and the femoral trochlea were measured, which we recorded as the TT-TG in millimeters.
For soft tissue measurement, we drew the posterior condylar line on the image representing the best roman arch [7] , connecting the most posterior aspects of the cartilage on the posterior femoral condyles (Fig. 2) . A line subtended from the nadir of the cartilaginous femoral trochlea was drawn perpendicular to the posterior condylar line. These lines were maintained while scrolling to the image representing the most superior axial cut where the patellar tendon attaches to the tibia. We then subtended a line from the center of the patellar tendon, perpendicular to the posterior condylar line. We recorded the linear distance between the lines subtended from the patellar tendon and the femoral trochlea as the PT-TG distance in millimeters.
Each image series was devoid of patient identification and stored in numbered electronic folders. For all 50 knees, each of the four observers (JJW, BJS, SKA, RTB) made a total of four measurements. Each observer measured the TT-TG using osseous landmarks and the PT-TG distances using soft tissue landmarks, as described above. Each observer again measured the TT-TG and PT-TG distances after a minimum of 30 days to limit bias from previous measurements. The aggregate mean for the TT-TG and PT-TG distances, difference between these measurements, and standard deviations were calculated.
To determine the reproducibility, we calculated the interclass correlation coefficient and its 95% CI to determine interobserver and intraobserver reliabilities. To further measure rater variability, the mean of each observer's two measurements for TT-TG and again for PT-TG distances per knee were calculated, and the differences of these means from the mean TT-TG and PT-TG distances for all observers per knee also were calculated. We then used the Bland and Altman [4] method for determining the limit of agreement to determine how great a difference between two measurements must be before being able to detect a true difference that is greater than the measurement error.
Results
The center of the patellar tendon inserted lateral to the most anterior aspect of the tibial tubercle in 44 knees and medial to the most anterior aspect of the tibial tubercle in six knees. The average TT-TG distance measured 10.30 mm and the average PT-TG distance measured was 11.61 mm. The mean PT-TG distance was 1.37 mm more (p = 0.04) lateral than the mean TT-TG distance. The variability in measured offset between the osseous and soft tissue landmarks varied between 0.11 mm and 4.18 mm.
The interobserver reliabilities using osseous landmarks (TT-TG) were 0.918 and 0.911 for each set of measurements for a combined interobserver reliability of 0.913 ( Table 1 ). The intraobserver reliabilities using the same landmarks were between 0.935 and 0.969, for a combined intraobserver reliability of 0.961 ( Table 2 ). The average difference from the mean per observer varied between 0.26 and 1.81 mm when measuring the TT-TG distance ( Table 3 ). The number of knees per observer where the measurement differed from the mean by 2 mm or greater occurred in as few as four knees for one observer and in 22 knees for another observer (Table 4 ). Using bony landmarks, there were 44 instances where an observer's reported measurement varied from the group mean by 2 mm or more. The limit of agreement varied between 2.8 mm and 3.3 mm per observer, and was 5.5 mm when calculated for all observers when measuring TT-TG (Table 5) .
When making measurements using soft tissue landmarks (PT-TG), the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for interobserver reliabilities were 0.973 and 0.981 for a combined interobserver reliability of 0.977 ( Table 1) . The ICC calculated for intraobserver reliability measuring the PT-TG distance varied between 0.964 and 0.987. The ICC combining all observers using soft tissue landmarks was 0.972 ( Table 2 ). The average difference to the mean for each observer varied between 0.06 mm and 0.20 mm (Table 3 ). For each observer measuring the PT-TG distance of 50 knees on two occasions each, there were only TT-TG = tibial tubercle-trochlear groove; PT-TG = patellar tendontrochear groove. three instances where an observer's mean differed from the mean by 2 mm or greater ( Table 4 ). The limit of agreement varied between 2.1 mm and 2.7 mm for each observer, and was calculated to be 4.1 mm using all eight measurements per knee (Table 5) . When comparing the results of all measurements, the calculated interobserver reliability of 0.977 using the functional soft tissue landmarks was better (p \ 0.001) than the interobserver reliability of 0.913 using the traditional osseous landmarks. Similarly, the calculated intraobserver reliability of 0.972 using soft tissue landmarks was better (p = 0.009) than that calculated when using osseous landmarks (0.961). When measuring the PT-TG distance, the three instances where the observers' measurements varied from the aggregate mean by greater than 2 mm was better (p \ 0.001) than the 44 instances that occurred while measuring the traditional TT-TG distance on MR images. Additionally, the difference between two individual measurements using soft tissue landmarks needed to exceed 4.1 mm to be considered a real difference above measurement error and this difference was better (p \ 0.001) than the 5.5 mm needed to detect a true difference when using osseous landmarks.
Discussion
An increase in the lateral offset of the tibial tubercle is one anatomic abnormality that may predispose a patient to have lateral patellar instability develop [7, 29] . Before proceeding with surgery to reduce the TT-TG distance [5, 10, 18, 30] , some surgeons would prefer to know this distance is pathologic in relation to that of healthy control subjects. Measuring the TT-TG distance using CT images is well established and is considered the gold standard [13, 20, 23, 29] . Owing to better observation of soft tissues and the absence of radiation, the use of MRI to measure this distance is increasing [2, 3, 20, 21, 30] , although the evidence for doing so is lacking [23] . Only one study [20] addresses the interobserver reliability of using MRI to measure this distance, but does not address intraobserver reliability. Although the landmarks chosen to measure the TT-TG using CT are more uniform [1, 7, 8, 13, 20, 29] , the studies using MRI to measure the lateral offset are far more variable in their choice of landmarks [2, 3, 20, 30] , creating a source of variability. Given the small difference between what is considered a normal lateral offset and what is considered pathologic distance, the reliability of the measurement must be determined before using this measurement to plan a surgical procedure. Therefore, we sought to (1) determine variability in the insertion of the patellar tendon relative to the tibial tubercle and how this affects the measurement of the traditional TT-TG distance versus the more functional PT-TG distance, (2) determine the reliability of measuring the osseous TT-TG distance, (3) determine the reliability of measuring the soft tissue PT-TG distance, and (4) compare the reliabilities of using osseous versus soft tissue landmarks.
We acknowledge limitations to our study. First, we did not have CT images for any of these patients. Our ability to compare our results with those of the gold standard is limited to how our measured interobserver and intraobserver reliabilities and other calculated measures of variability compare with those published, rather than a direct comparison to a control group using CT images. Second, we used consecutive images that contained only three studies from patients with known patellofemoral symptoms. As our purpose was to determine the reliability of using each set of landmarks, our study population mimics that of the general population, and we cannot report the variabilities of abnormal TT-TG and PT-TG distances.
We found the patellar tendon inserted lateral to the most anterior aspect of the tibial tubercle in 44 of the 50 knees. Our mean osseous TT-TG was 10.3 mm and our mean soft tissue PT-TG distance was 11.61 mm. This relatively lateral insertion of the patellar tendon is consistent with the results of Schoettle et al. [20] using CT images (mean TT-TG of 14.4 mm, mean PT-TG of 15.3 mm), but not with their results using MR images (mean TT-TG of 13.9 mm, mean PT-TG of 13.5 mm). Our mean PT-TG of 1.37 mm was statistically more lateral than our mean TT-TG and although this figure is likely not clinically relevant, this difference was as much as 4.18 mm, which could be clinically important.
Our interobserver and intraobserver reliabilities were similar to those of other authors [13, 20, 29] measuring the TT-TG using radiographs, CT images, and MRI ( Table 6 ). The number of knees per observer that varied from the mean by 2 mm or greater occurred 44 times in our series for all observers when measuring the TT-TG distance. Koeter et al. [13] reported this occurred 50 times using the double-image technique and 23 times when using the single-image technique on CT images. They also reported a limit of agreement of 6 mm using the double-image technique and 4.5 mm using the single-image technique, suggesting that differences of 6 mm and 4.5 mm, respectively, would be required to detect a true difference between two measurements. Wagenaar et al. [29] , using radiographs and CT images, reported limits of reproducibility of 18 mm and 4 mm, respectively. Our limit of agreement of 5.5 mm using MRI to measure the TT-TG compares with the results of these authors using CT images to make the same measurement. Our interobserver and intraobserver reliabilities were similar to those reported using different imaging modalities ( Table 6 ). The number of knees per observer that differed from the mean by 2 mm or greater occurred in only three instances in our series. No other study reports this in measuring the PT-TG, but our results compare favorably with the results of Koeter et al. [13] , who reported occurrences of 50 and 23 times in 50 knees using the double-and single-image techniques, respectively, when measuring the osseous TT-TG on CT images. Similarly, our limit of reproducibility was 4.5 mm which also compares with the 6 mm and 4.1 mm reported by Koeter et al. [13] using CT images, and 4 mm and 18 mm reported by Wagenaar et al. [29] , using CT and radiographs, respectively, to measure the TT-TG distance.
Although using osseous (TT-TG) landmarks and soft tissue (PT-TG) landmarks appear to be reasonably reliable, the use of soft tissue landmarks was superior in improving interobserver reliability and intraobserver reliability. The average difference from the mean per observer was much better when measuring the PT-TG distance. The number of instances where an observer's measurement varied from the aggregate mean by 2 mm or more was reduced to three total instances from 44 when using soft tissue landmarks. The limit of agreement also was reduced to 4.1 mm on the PT-TG measurement, from 5.5 mm when measuring the TT-TG distance. Although no other study uses these latter three calculations to compare osseous versus soft tissue measurements, Koeter et al. [13] used them to determine the superiority of the now common single-image technique over the superimposed double-image technique. Our series would suggest a marked reduction in the variability of using soft tissue landmarks compared with osseous landmarks, but this finding is in direct contradiction to that of Schoettle et al. in the only other study [20] that addresses this issue. The importance of our findings becomes evident when contrasting the measurements that are reported as normal TT-TG distances with those reported as pathologic distances in the existing literature ( Table 7 ). Using CT images to measure the TT-TG distance, some authors [1, 7, 20, 29] report a pathologic threshold to be as low as 14.4 mm, whereas the average TT-TG distance in asymptomatic control subjects was as much as 12.7 mm. In studies using MRI [2, 3, 20, 30] , the mean reported TT-TG distance in asymptomatic control subjects was as much as 11 mm, whereas the mean distance in symptomatic patients was as low as 12.6 mm. The small difference between normal and abnormal distances suggests the need to be uniform and reliable in how this distance is measured. Our data suggest that TT-TG and PT-TG distances are not the same, and although measuring the TT-TG and PT-TG distances is reliable, there is less variability when using soft tissue landmarks. Therefore, we believe the PT-TG distance should be used in lieu of the TT-TG distance when measuring lateral offset of the extensor mechanism of the knee on MR images.
